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NICK DALL WILL NEVER FORGET THE 
HAIRCUT HE GOT IN ITALY 

I had just arrived in Perugia, a medieval hill town in 
Umbria, to study Italian at the local university. Class 
would only begin at 11 am, and I thought it would  
be a good idea to neaten up my scruffy locks before 

meeting my new teacher and classmates. There were barbers 
on every corner – the exercise should be quick and painless,  
I thought.

I found one that was fairly quiet and took a seat in the 
waiting area. Someone offered me coffee and soon a real 
espresso magically appeared, brought from the cafe across 
the road. I picked up a magazine – mostly topless girls with 
stars covering their nipples – and pretended that I could 
read Italian.

Eventually it was my turn to be shorn. After the shampooing, 
a man with an impeccable Brylcreemed coiffure led me to a 
chair and, at a tempo akin to a horse racing commentator, 
blurted out something unintelligible. ‘No. Parlo. Italiano,’ I 
managed to stammer.

He barely raised a neatly sculpted eyebrow before handing 
me a ring-bound folder with page upon page of magazine 
clippings of kempt men. The only problem was that virtually 
every one of them had straight, black shoulder-length hair, 
which was the exact opposite of my wispy blonde haystack. 
Eventually, I settled on a photo of Ricky Martin standing on a 
jetty, staring wistfully at the horizon – it was the closest I was 
going to get to a ‘short back and sides’ in this place…

The barber sprung into action and reached over, not for 
the scissors, but instead for an industrial-sized tub of gel. He 
slathered on what seemed like litres of the stuff and styled my 
mop into a far woollier version of Ricky’s buzz cut. Finally, 
he took a pair of well-oiled scissors from his moon bag and 
proceeded to snip away at my hair like a gardener attacking  
a topiary hedge. 

Millimetre by painstaking millimetre, my ’do started to take 
shape. One hour in, and I had a perfectly spiked fringe and 
a pristine left temple. Half an hour later, and my neckline was 
neater than an 11-year-old’s cursive. After two hours of rather 
tentative snipping, he put the scissors down triumphantly and 
held Ricky’s visage up against my own. I smiled and tried to 
get up from the chair, but he forced me back down and pulled 
out a ruler – yes, a ruler. He measured my sideburns and my 
neckline; my fringe and my temples, and then hauled out the 
scissors for a second round. 

Obviously, I was late for class. But when I did finally arrive, 
I was more than ready to start ‘livin’ la vida loca’. 

‘SHORT BACK AND SIDES, 
PER FAVORE’


